
Hurley 2nd XI vs The Lee 2nd XI – Chiltern League Division 2 (90 overs win/lose) 

Date: 4th June 2022 

Weather: Warm and sunny, blustery at times 

Location: Shepherds Lane 

Toss: Hurley – elected to field first 

Result: Hurley won by 6 wickets 

 

Innings of The Lee 

E. Boakes c. J. Cole b. Raman Singh 1 
N. Hollister*+ LBW b. Joban Singh 29 
M. Channer c. J. Cole b. Joban Singh 1 
Tor Stockdale LBW b. Joban Singh 0 
T. Tillyer c. Wild b. Joban Singh 5 
N. Cleaver-Brown  b. Joban Singh 0 
Tegan Stockdale Run Out (Ravi Singh) 5 
Z. Cleaver-Brown c. Wild b. Ravi Singh 29 
G. Morgan c. Joban Singh b. Ravi Singh 3 
J. Sharman c. Jasdeep Singh b. L. Cole 3 
D. Hollister Not Out  1 
 Extras (3b, 2lb, 10w, 5nb, 5pen) 25 
  TOTAL 102 

 

J. Singh 9 4 23 5 
Raman Singh 3 0 13 1 
M. Singh 3 1 4 0 
Jasdeep Singh 2 0 16 0 
K. Hussain 5 3 19 0 
L. Cole 8 4 14 1 
Ravi Singh 5.3 4 3 2 

 

Innings of Hurley 

J. Cole*  b. Tegan Stockdale 37 
A. Wild+  b. Boakes 15 
A. Singh c. Channer b. Tegan Stockdale 10 
Ravi Singh c. D. Hollister b. Tegan Stockdale 0 
M. Singh Not Out  28 
E. Hussain Not Out  5 
K. Hussain    
Joban Singh    
L. Cole    
Raman Singh    
Jasdeep Singh    
  Extras (5b, 3w) 8 
  TOTAL 103-4 

 



E. Boakes 5 0 32 1 
D. Hollister 4 0 23 0 
Tegan Stockdale 5 1 10 3 
G. Morgan 4 0 17 0 
N. Cleaver-Brown 2 2 0 0 
Z. Cleaver-Brown 2 0 16 0 

 

A largely one-sided affair saw Hurley recover from last week’s loss against Emmbrook and Bearwood 

to win comfortably by 6 wickets at Shepherd’s Lane against The Lee, although the home team made 

hard work of the chase in a match with some mild controversy. 

More of that later as, for the fourth match in a row, Hurley won the toss and with the covers rolled 

back revealing a green-tinged wicket after heavy overnight rain skipper Josh Cole had no hesitation 

in asking the visitors to bat first. Whilst the First XI were chasing leather over at Emmbrook, no such 

concerns for the seconds with a much-improved fielding performance and tight bowling display. Ed 

Boakes (1) and Neil Hollister (29) struggled against the new ball swing of the excellent Joban Singh 

(5-23), although it was debutant Raman Singh (1-13) who made the spectroscopic breakthrough in 

the 4th over, removing Boakes thanks to the first of two sharp catches at slip by Cole. Whilst skipper 

Hollister laid anchor at one end, profiting from a couple of dropped catches in the slips, Joban 

proceeded to tear through the middle order – Mark Channer (1) caught at slip, Tor Stockdale (0) 

LBW, Tom Tillyer (5) smartly caught behind by Archie Wild, and Nathan Cleaver-Brown (0) bowled to 

leave The Lee in tatters on 27-5 after 13 overs. Hollister was caught controversially at slip by Ravi 

Singh off the erratic Jasdeep Singh (0-16), and with no arguments departed the field of play until his 

team-mates indicated that a dog was loose on the pitch and would have distracted the batsmen, and 

therefore the ball should have been called dead. After the standing umpire consulted with the 

Hurley Captain, Cole sportingly allowed the batsman to return much to the annoyance of your scribe 

who made a mess of the scorebook and had to reset the scoreboard. After everything has settled 

down Tegan Stockdale (5) was run out in the next over trying a quick single, only to be sent back by 

her captain after good work by Ravi Singh who threw to the bowler to leave her comfortably short. 

The Lee have a number of impressive youngsters, and it was U13 Zach Cleaver-Brown (29) who 

added a breezy innings, combing with Hollister to add 49 in 10 overs against the second string 

bowlers. The opener was finally adjudged leg-before to the returning Joban Singh ending his 88 ball 

and 110 minute vigil, showing mild displeasure as he left the field for a second time. 93-7 soon 

became 102 all out, as the spin pairing of Liam Cole (1-14) and Ravi Singh (2-3) wreaked havoc with 

the tail; Singh removed Cleaver-Brown caught behind off a healthy nick, Cole had James Sharman (3) 

slapping to square leg, and Singh wrapped up the innings having Guy Morgan (3) impressively caught 

at midwicket by a diving Joban. Only two batters made double figures, and The Lee’s innings was 

helped by a plethora of extras including 5 penalty runs for the ball striking the keeper’s helmet. 

Chasing 103 to win, openers Cole (37) and Wild (15) started like they wanted to finish things before 

the Hungary-England football match, striking in excess of a run a ball, as Boakes (1-32) and Dave 

Hollister (0-23) struggled for consistency. Both batsmen hit some lovely boundaries, Cole in 

particular employing the straight drive to good effect, although often aerially which on a different 

day may have gone to hand. The disconsolate Boakes bowled the classy Wild with the score on 45 in 

the 7th over before the first change bowlers of Guy Morgan (0-17) and U13 Tegan Stockdale (3-10) 

were introduced and stemmed the flow of runs. The young Stockdale was the pick of the visiting 

bowlers and got her reward for fine bowling by having Akash Singh (10) caught at cover and Ravi 

Singh (0) caught at extra cover in the 12th over, before bowling Cole with one that nipped away from 

the inform batsman to leave Hurley with a bit of a wobble at 75-4 off 16 overs. However, Mandeep 



Singh (28*) and Ejaz Hussain (5*) saw off the remaining runs with no further alarms, and it was 

Mandeep who hit the winning runs off Zach Cleaver-Brown (0-16) to see Hurley victors by 6 wickets 

with 23 overs to spare. 


